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Abstract 
 This study always look after for all the meaning especially develop 

grammatical structures in holy Qoran, and context analysis all details 

pronunciations that include in sent Metophor, to reduce and discovery all 

forming then the relations between relate formation and structures or 

rebuild together also trying to interpret or explanation all kinds of these 

pronunciation structures on the basis of meaning and general context. 

These structure deals with to be reinforces in all pronunciation details. On 

the other hand it was concerning to the control relations and steady 

structures or prevailing structures and all the style or rangs that to be 

influenced for all relations with each other Metophor. In fact it is called 

criterions, painted all study sections, although the research was trying to 

explanation clearly the prevailing relations as if development this study to 

be participated for replay philology Arabic reading ansimilar level depend 

on descriptive level & analysis and application.  

 The study be careful to development and progress about understood 

this structure.  

 As it regarding anew terms different for any structure term which it 

gives the search some thing of a kind proprieties and principles as well as 

creation and invention.  

 The study was depended on the application curriculum to create this 

system with out do any change for details in theoretical portative to be 

abalance as well as to be emphasis on the historical curriculum and 

descriptive analysis application.  

 The study to be mentioned introduction and preface and eight 

sections beside conclusion.  

 The mast importance results are arrived it, describe holy Qoran 

structure establish on statistics and reading and exchange the follower 

form the depth structures to the surface with out negate any dictionary 

meaning and how to influenced of detail not to pass to lean on Qoran it 

self. For the sake of arrived to the depth meaning which is called 

explanatory circulum for depend on it. Beside to these things that the study 

arrived to the fact so Metophor falls in ways.  

 There are two difference attitude on the basis of different directions, 

if any direction expand with in that begin in circle fact Metophor and the 

invert is true.  

 To effect logical division as it extended the fact and Metophor until 

outing in to the balance. That creation begin and to break that is begin 

secondary order but it was going outside the circle understood. This fact 
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presentation of the first work which keep it in dictionary. So anther was 

inside with Metophor that establish for investigate the effect and invention 

and passed unusually after leaving the dictionary meaning. That it was 

formatting the plwasement to the logical division, so we suggest four 

forms as it include these facts. Well the study indicated to the environment 

influence clearly to activation Metopher in each other or opposite side.  

 The study appears the conforms that wrote prefect between the user 

pronunciation in some relation and the general meaning or system which is 

regard the perfect between the artercle and context.  

 The study tried on apirod time to record the grammatical structure 

which is basis of the Metophor relations that it came and appeared that 

relations Metophor.  

 That study achieved all the pleasant Metophor which included the 

historical circulme and application for advance analysis which related in 

heritage and contemporary and Modern together.  

     


